
Climate Control System

Offering complete control over your ducted air conditioning system the Myzone 3 
is compatible with leading brands in the air conditioning industry. 

Complete  
control CPU with 8 zone module + transformer

Touch Screen Controller

20m Data Cable

1690056  Daikin

1690057  Panasonic

1690058  Fujitsu

1690059  Mitsubishi Electric

1690060  LG

1690061  Toshiba

1690062 Hitachi

3200004 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

1690069 Samsung

1690070 Temperzone

1690063 Wi-Fi Bridge

1690066 Supply Air Sensor

1690067 Wireless Zone Sensor

1690068 Isense Zone Sensor/Controller

The Myzone 3 Kit

Choose your module

Accessories

The manufacturer/distributor reserves the right to vary specifications or delete models 
from their range without prior notification. The manufacturer/distributor takes no 
responsibility for printing errors.
[BROCHURE CODE : 6502794]

Myzone offers an easy to use App which enables you to control your air conditioning 
system via your smart phone or tablet. This App gives you even greater control with 
4G access from anywhere providing savings and a more efficient solution. Now the 
whole family can come home to the perfect temperature.

Wireless Zone Sensor Zone Sensor/Controller Myzone 3 Controller
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Myzone 3 is a climate control system 
that gives you the ability to have precise 
control of each room individually. 

With the addition of up to 12 touch screen consoles or sensors – 
every room will be at the temperature you want, all the time. You 
can also direct airflow to only the rooms you choose for maximum 
efficiency and savings.

Your Myzone 3 will work with leading ducted air conditioning 
brands. When using ducted air conditioning in your home a great 
way you can optimise energy efficiencies and savings is by using  
a zoned system. This is where the Myzone 3 can add value to room 
temperature control and save you money by not heating/cooling 
rooms that aren’t occupied. Myzone 3 also gives you the ability to 
have various temperatures throughout your home giving everyone 
their perfect temperature. 

Myzone puts  
you in control

When your ducted air-conditioner is controlled by the Myzone 3 it gives you the ability to zone your house and 
direct the airflow to only the rooms you require. During the day to save money you might only cool down the 
living areas and not the bedrooms then at night you might change to only cooling bedrooms.

The Myzone 3 doesn’t only just control zoning dampers it detects the rooms that need more airflow to cool.  
If there is a space in the house that is harder to cool down it will send greater volumes of airflow to the area  
and reduce airflow requirements in rooms that don’t need bigger amounts of volume.

Myzone 3 functionality 
makes life easier for you
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Features
Intuitive user navigation Yes

Customisable touch screen Yes

Number of zones available 14 (8 standard and 6 zone extension)

Maximum number of screens 12

Airflow adjustment 5% increments

Zone temperature control Yes

Wireless temperature sensor Yes

Temperature sensor Yes

Favourites mode Yes

Filter clean alert with adjustable frequency Yes

7 day scheduling Yes

Sleep timer Yes

Warranty 10 years (parts) 
1 year (parts and labour)

Air conditioning unit control Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Hitachi, Samsung*, Mitsubishi Electric, 
Fujitsu*, Panasonic, Daikin, , Toshiba, LG, Temperzone 

Zone temperature sensing options  Touchscreen  
 MyZone Controllers  
 Zone Sensors

Options for A/C unit control  Return air 
 Master zone* 
 Auto select from temperature controlled zones

Modes Cool, heat, high, auto

Fan speed Low, medium, high, auto

A/C unit auto off feature Yes

Damper control Tuned PID

Protocol CAN bus

Remote control Smartphone and tablet WiFi and 4G

Home automation system Yes

*master and auto select are not available on LG systems.  * Samsung - Does not control 16kw units and higher  * Fujitsu -  Does not control 20kw units and higher

Home Automation integration
Myzone 3 uses the latest technology, so you can integrate your air conditioning 
with your home automation system, to make it even easier to control the 
temperature of every room in your home.

Set and Forget
Create up to nine ‘favourite’ zone scenarios to suit your life style, then schedule 
these ‘favourites’ to match everyday living. But for a quick set and forget ‘system 
off’ timer, just press the seven setting sleep timer button and your Myzone 3 
takes care of the rest.

Style and cost effective
Myzone 3 elegant control consoles or sensors are designed to suit any home’s 
interior. Changing the background colours on your controller is as straight 
forward as choosing the precise temperature you want. 

Room temperate control  
for optimal efficiency
The clever zone controller detects 
if a room is unoccupied. It will 
then automatically adjust the 
room temperature or switch 
off the air conditioning to the 
room. This significantly improves 
energy efficiency and reduces the 
running cost of a ducted  
air conditioning 
system’s in homes 
and offices directing 
the airflow only  
to the rooms  
you are using.




